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6G? An Ordinary Perspective

Huawei, “6G: The Next Horizon White Paper,” white paper, 2022
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Architecture
Architecture is the art and technique of designing and building, as distinguished from the skills associated with construction.
It is both the process and the product of sketching, conceiving, planning, designing, and constructing buildings or structures.
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Figure 6
Computing power: requirement 
versus capability.

There will be new advanced services in 6G era, which require a tremen-
dous amount of real-time data processing, a hyper-fast data rate, and ex-
tremely low latency, as discussed in Section 2. These new services can be 
characterized as providing ultimate experience through hyper-connectiv-
ity.

Relying only on improvement of the communication link performance 
ʒʹʪϔ�͠ʹϪ�ϔЈ˛ѣʀʪ�Ϫʹ�λʪɇ̺̋іʪ�͠ʪйߨ���ϔʪλЮ̋ʀʪϔ࢚�Ơ˸̋ϔ�̋ϔ�ɵʪʀɇЈϔʪ�Ϫ˸ʪ�Ϊλʹ˟λʪϔϔ�ʹ˛�
increase in mobile computing power is not keeping pace with the growth 
rate of the computing power requirements as shown in Figure 6. Also, the 
improvement of mobile devices’ battery life is not fast enough given the 
extensive demand for multimedia services and their rapid evolution.

The limitation on computing power and battery life of mobile devices 
highlights the need for taking a holistic view on the overall architecture of 
6G system including network entities as well as mobile devices. In addi-
tion, the openness of mobile communications as a new megatrend toward 
�ʹЮʪϔ�λ̋ϔʪ�Ϫʹ�Ϫ˸ʪ�͠ʪʪʒ�˛ʹλ�ʒʪѣ̋͠͠˟�͠ʪй�λʪδЈ̋λʪ͗ʪ͠Ϫϔ�Ϫ̋˟�ࣝߣ�͠ʹϔʪʪ�ƋʪʀϪ̋ࣜ��ߨ
maintain security and keep the trust of subscribers.
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Mobile/Wearable/Implantable Devices need ExoComputing Capability for Next-Generation Services

Computing over Networks (Connected Computing) is the Inevitable Future

Samsung Research, “6G The Next Hyper Connected Experience for All,” white paper, 2020

J. L. Hennessy and D. A. Patterson, A New Golden Age for Computer Architecture, CACM 2019

Performance-per-Watt improvement is slowing down.
(Dennard scaling came to an end in 2012) 
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MESH

How Can we Enable Realtime ExoComputing (Connected Computing) over Wireless Networks?

Realtime Connected Computing is the Key to Human Augmentation
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The Metaverse and How We'll Build It Together - Connect 2021 (Meta)

Realistic Metaverse is an Example of Realtime ExoComputing 
MTP (motion to photon) Latency < 20ms

On-Device 
Rendering is 
Impossible!
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Offloaded AI Analytics is another Example of Realtime ExoComputing 
ETP (event to photon) Latency < 20ms
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Edge
cloud

Core
cloud

Public
cloud

OpenRAN

Can Cloud Computing over 5G Networks Enable Realtime ExoComputing? 

No. 5G Network is Too Unstable and Unpredictable.
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The architecture of 6G communication network should be developed so 
that it can resolve the issues arising from the limited computation capa-
ɵ̺̋̋Ϫч�ʹ˛�͗ʹɵ̺̋ʪ�ʒʪЮ̋ʀʪϔ࢚���Ϊʹϔϔ̋ɵ̺ʪ�йɇч�Ϫʹ�ɇʀ˸̋ʪЮʪ�Ϫ˸̋ϔ�̋ϔ�Ϫʹ�ʹ˛Ѥʹɇʒ�ʀʹ͗-
putation tasks to more powerful devices or servers. In order to support 
ʹ˛Ѥʹɇʒ̋͠˟�ʹ˛� λʪɇ̺ࣦϪ̋͗ʪ� ̋͠Ϫʪ͠ϔ̋Юʪ�ʀʹ͗ΪЈϪɇϪ̋ʹ͠�Ϫɇϔ̪ϔࡰ�˸чΪʪλࣦ˛ɇϔϪ�ʒɇϪɇ�λɇϪʪ�
and extremely low latency communications are required. Understanding 
that there must be practical limits on the achievable data rate and latency, 
the communication network should be designed in a holistic manner, so as 
to best utilize computation power that can be made available by various 
entities in the network. We term this joint design “communications and 
computing convergence.”

As illustrated in Figure 8, computation for IT services was performed in 
the cloud for 4G communications. One of the important advances of 5G 
is low latency. With the commercial deployment of 5G, there is increasing 
interest to move the computing capability closer to mobile devices, e.g., 
Ϫʹ�Ϊʹϔ̋Ϫ̋ʹ͠�ɇ�͗Ј̺Ϫࣦ̋ɇʀʀʪϔϔ�ʪʒ˟ʪ�ʀʹ͗ΪЈϪ̋͠˟�ࣜĒkAࣝ�ϔʪλЮʪλ�̋͠�Ϫ˸ʪߧ���ʀʹλʪ�ʹλ�
̋͠�Ϫ˸ʪ�9Ƌࡰ�ϔʹ�Ϫ˸ɇϪ�Ϫ˸ʪ�ʹЮʪλɇ̺̺�̺ɇϪʪ͠ʀч�ʪфΪʪλ̋ʪ͠ʀʪʒ�ɵч�ʪ͠ʒ�Јϔʪλ�ʪδЈ̋Ϊ͗ʪ͠Ϫ�
ࣜƹkࣝ�ʀɇ͠�ɵʪ�̨ ЈλϪ˸ʪλ�λʪʒЈʀʪʒߨ�࢚��ϔ˸ʹЈ̺ʒ�ɵʪ�ʒʪϔ̋˟͠ʪʒ�Ϫʹ�ɇʀ˸̋ʪЮʪ�ϪλЈʪ�ʀʹ͠Юʪλ-

Architectural Requirements

͠ʪϪйʹλ̪ϔ�ϔ˸ʹЈ̺ʒ�ɵʪ�͗̋̋͗̋͠іʪʒ࢚�ǯʪ�̋͠Ϫʪ͠ʒ�Ϫʹ�̋͗ΪλʹЮʪ�Ϫ˸ʪ�ʪ͠ʪλ˟ч�ʪ˛ѣʀ̋ʪ͠ʀч�
of both devices and networks by at least two times.

Figure 7 illustrates the enhancement of key requirements from 5G to 6G.

Figure 7
Comparison of key performance 
requirements between 5G and 6G.
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Samsung Research, “6G The Next Hyper Connected Experience for All,” white paper, 2020

Unfortunately, Still No. Why?
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Numerology

Would Deploying 6G Enable Realtime ExoComputing? 
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E2E Latency

Mark Glimour, “5G – Latency: New use cases and the need for network slicing,” InformaTech reports, Feb. 2017.

6G with MEC will surpass RI.
So, NEW Services will not 
be ready for 6G unless we 

prepare our own plan.

New applications that we envision are mostly time-sensitive 

Easy part

Difficult part

Current Internet services are prepared
and running only in this area.
Up to 5G, services were ready to be adopted,
but NOT Anymore.

6G

3G

4G
5G

RI
RI: Residential Internet

Naïve 
Metaverse
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Figure 5 
Digital replica: bridge the real 
and virtual worlds.

lem is detected in the digital twin representation, AI can invoke required 
actions in the real world.

Ơ˸ʪ�Ϫʪʀ˸̋͠ʀɇ̺�ʀ˸ɇ̺̺ʪ͠˟ʪϔ�ɇλʪ�ϔ̋˟̋͠ѣʀɇ͠Ϫ࢚�Ä͠�ʹλʒʪλ�Ϫʹࡰ�˛ʹλ�ʪфɇ͗Ϊ̺ʪࡰ�ʒЈΪ̺̋-
cate 1 m x 1 m area, we need a Tera-pixel, which requires 0.8 Tbps through-
put assuming periodic synchronization of 100 ms and a compression ratio 
of 1/300. The expected market size for digital replica is estimated to be $26 
billion in 2025 [11].

14

innovative technologies are constantly appearing. The critical obstacle 
between the potential and reality of XR is hardware. In particular, these 
technologies require advanced device form-factors, such as hand-held 
components, to support mobile and active software content. Current mo-
ɵ̺̋ʪ�ʒʪЮ̋ʀʪϔ�̺ ɇʀ̪�ϔЈ˛ѣʀ̋ʪ͠Ϫ�ϔϪɇ͠ʒࣦɇ̺ʹ͠ʪ�ʀʹ͗ΪЈϪ̋͠˟�ʀɇΪɇɵ̺̋̋Ϫч࢚�ƹ͠˛ʹλϪЈ͠ɇϪʪ-
ly, progress in hardware performance, especially mobile computing power 
and battery capacity, cannot keep pace with what the boom of XR requires. 
This discrepancy could severely deter market expansion. In our view, these 
ʀ˸ɇ̺̺ʪ͠˟ʪϔ� ʀɇ͠�ɵʪ�ʹЮʪλʀʹ͗ʪ�ɵч�ʹ˛Ѥʹɇʒ̋͠˟� ʀʹ͗ΪЈϪ̋͠˟� Ϫʹ�͗ʹλʪ�Ϊʹйʪλ˛Ј̺�
devices or servers.

�͠ʹϪ˸ʪλ�ʀ˸ɇ̺̺ʪ͠˟ʪ� ̋ϔ�ϔЈ˛ѣʀ̋ʪ͠Ϫ�й̋λʪ̺ʪϔϔ�ʀɇΪɇʀ̋Ϫч࢚�ęʹϪʪ� Ϫ˸ɇϪ�ʀЈλλʪ͠Ϫ��Ŷ�
Ϫʪʀ˸͠ʹ̺ʹ˟ч�λʪδЈ̋λʪϔ͗�ߥ࢚ߧߧ� ʪ˟ɇɵ̋Ϫϔ�Ϊʪλ�ϔʪʀʹ͠ʒ�ࣜ ĒɵΪϔࣝ�Ϫʹ�ϔЈΪΪʹλϪߪ�è�ʒ̋ϔΪ̺ɇч�
ࣜй̋Ϫ˸�ʹ͠ʪ�̺̺͗̋̋ʹ͠�Ϊʹ̋͠Ϫϔࣝࡰ�й˸̋ʀ˸�ʀɇ͠�ΪλʹЮ̋ʒʪ�ʪ͠ʹЈ˟˸�Јϔʪλ�ʪфΪʪλ̋ʪ͠ʀʪ�ʹ͠�ɇ�
mobile display. However, in order to provide truly immersive AR, the den-
sity should be largely improved and it will require 0.44 gigabits per second 
ࣜ�ɵΪϔࣝ�Ϫ˸λʹЈ˟˸ΪЈϪ�ࣜ й̋Ϫ˸̺̺̋̋͗�ߨߣ�ʹ͠�Ϊʹ̋͠Ϫϔ࢚ࣝ�Ä͠�ɇʒʒ̋Ϫ̋ʹ͠ࡰ�ǺŶ�͗ʪʒ̋ɇ�ϔϪλʪɇ͗̋͠˟�
͗ɇч�˸ɇЮʪ�ϔ̺̋͗̋ɇλ�ʒʪ͗ɇ͠ʒϔ�Ϫʹߨߣ�è�ƹ³U�ࣜƹ̺Ϫλɇ�³̋˟˸�Uʪѣ̋͠Ϫ̋ʹࣝ͠�δЈɇ̺̋Ϫч�Ю̋ʒʪʹ࢚�
�ʹλ�ʪфɇ͗Ϊ̺ʪߨߣ�ࡰè�ǥŶ�λʪδЈ̋λʪϔ࢚߫ߢ� ��ɵΪϔ�Ϫ˸λʹЈ˟˸ΪЈϪ�ࣜй̋Ϫ˸�ʀʹ͗Ϊλʪϔϔ̋ʹ͠�λɇϪ̋ʹ�
�ϔ�͠ʹϪ�ϔЈ˛ѣʀ̋ʪ͠Ϫ�˛ʹλ̋��ߧ�˛ʹ��Ơ˸ʪ�ʀЈλλʪ͠Ϫ�Јϔʪλ�ʪфΪʪλ̋ʪ͠ʀʪʒ�ʒɇϪɇ�λɇϪʪ࢚ࣝߢߢߦࢴߣ�˛ʹ
ϔʪɇ̺͗ʪϔϔ�ϔϪλʪɇ͗̋͠˟࢚�ÄϪ�̋ϔ�ʪфΪʪʀϪʪʒ�Ϫ˸ɇϪ�Ϫ˸ʪ�͗ɇλ̪ʪϪ�ϔ̋іʪϔ�˛ʹλ�ǥŶ�ɇ͠ʒ��Ŷ�й̺̺̋�
reach $44.7 billion [6] and $87 billion [7], respectively, by 2030.

Figure 3
Truly immersive XR.

High-Fidelity Mobile Hologram

With the unprecedented rate of advances in high-resolution rendering, 
wearable displays, and wireless networks, mobile devices will be able to 
render media for 3D hologram displays. Hologram is a next-generation me-
dia technology that can present gestures and facial expressions by means 
of a holographic display. The content to display can be obtained by means 
of real-time capture, transmission, and 3D rendering techniques. In order 
to provide hologram display as a part of real-time services, extremely high 
data rate transmission, hundreds of times greater than current 5G system, 
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Figure 5 
Digital replica: bridge the real 
and virtual worlds.

lem is detected in the digital twin representation, AI can invoke required 
actions in the real world.

Ơ˸ʪ�Ϫʪʀ˸̋͠ʀɇ̺�ʀ˸ɇ̺̺ʪ͠˟ʪϔ�ɇλʪ�ϔ̋˟̋͠ѣʀɇ͠Ϫ࢚�Ä͠�ʹλʒʪλ�Ϫʹࡰ�˛ʹλ�ʪфɇ͗Ϊ̺ʪࡰ�ʒЈΪ̺̋-
cate 1 m x 1 m area, we need a Tera-pixel, which requires 0.8 Tbps through-
put assuming periodic synchronization of 100 ms and a compression ratio 
of 1/300. The expected market size for digital replica is estimated to be $26 
billion in 2025 [11].

Realtime
Metaverse

Realistic
Metaverse

What is Wrong with 6G Cellular Network System?
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Full potential of low-level evolutions can only be delivered to users via sophisticated software.
It’s time to think about developing Cellular APIs for Realtime ExoComputing Services like Realistic Metaverse.

Low-level Evolution ≠ Perceivable Performance Improvement
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From Connectivity to Hyper-Connectivity
Hyper-Connectivity:

New Connectivity that provides consistent application 
performance over the network even when the wireless 

channel therein fluctuates from device mobility.  

Cellular APIs can make the Network Application Performance Indistinguishable from 
the Performance of Applications Running on Device.

Cellular APIs è
Cellular Network 2.0

(Hyper-Connectivity)

Realtime ExoComputing needs Cellular Network 2.0, not 6G
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Application
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(Input Data)

Extracted
Information

Service DNN
Device Air Edge Server

Neural Compressive
Transmission

Performance-Guaranteed
Radio Resource Allocation

N.Decoder

Actuation
(Display)

Pipelined Offloading

N.Encoder

𝑨𝑫𝑼. 𝑪𝑻 = 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒊𝒕 = 𝒕𝒆𝒏/𝒅𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 + 𝒕𝒕𝒙	𝒖𝒑 + 𝒕𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 + 𝒕𝒕𝒙	𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏 + 𝒕𝒆𝒏/𝒅𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 ≤ 𝑻𝒃𝒖𝒅𝒈𝒆𝒕

A Reference ExoComputing Service Model with Cellular Network 2.0

Networked Computing can Pipeline and Hide most of these Delay Components!
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Radio Access Network   Core NetworkAny Application Edge/CloudApplication Data Units (ADU)
⋯

Radio channel
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OFDMA Resource Block

X MB
Baseline delay: D sec

Given channel bandwidth: R MB/s
D + X/R  ≤ B

Impossible to Guarantee this!!

Allocated but not used

Worst-case driven resource reservation
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15 MB5 MB
ADUs

3 MB

Resource 
efficiency: 

33/69Resource 
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18/18

Active resource allocation

One-way 
or Roundtrip

Conventional Approach
à Network Slicing (Radio Resource Reservation)

- No guarantee
- Resource wate

Cellular API Approach
for Hyper-Connectivity
à Active Networking

- Persistent guarantee
- New pricing needed (to service providers)

Enabling Cellular API (Hyper-Connectivity) ≈ ADU Completion Guarantee
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From the Conventional Bottom-Up Philosophy to a New Top-Down Philosophy

Fre
qu

en
cy

Shannon (Information) Capacity
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Cellular Network should be able to Interact with Applications!
Cellular Network 2.0: Active Networking for Cellular APIs

Junseon Kim, Byonghyo Shim, and Kyunghan Lee*, "Towards Enabling Performance-Guaranteed Networking in Next-Generation Cellular Networks," IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 61, no. 1, pp.32-37, Jan. 2023

Cellular Network should be No More a Blackbox to Applications!
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Radio Access Network    Core NetworkAny Application Edge/CloudApplication data units
⋯

Radio channel

RAN time budget
Core-network time budget
Computing time budget

Cellular API supported by
Softwarized Network Orchestrator

Active Networking Can Make Cellular Network a Whitebox to Applications!
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Hyper Connectivity to Applications from Cellular APIs
Infinite Computing Capability to Network Devices

1) CTUL ≤ Tbudget 2) CTDL ≤ Tbudget 3) CTRoundTrip ≤Tbudget

Services running over CN2.0 
becomes indistinguishable
from services running on device.

Guaranteed
ADU CT

CN2.0 Immediately Enables Tons of New ExoComputing Services

frame = capture( sensor );
display( Cellular_API( frame, destination, service deadline ) );

Pricing/incentive model for Cellular_API()
* Difficulty-based

Network application programming
becomes straight-forward.
(socket programming was a disaster.)

True Benefits of Cellular Network 2.0 for Realtime ExoComputing
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Moore’s Law (2x density every 2 years) is still alive, but…
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Power consumption (Watts)

No. Hyper-Connectivity is Indispensable!  However, Is Networking Really Power-Efficient?

RTX2080
(200W)

RTX3090
(350W)

Thermal & Battery Capacity Limited (Type 1 & 0)

SD888
(5W)

Computing over Hyper-Connectivity
 

Near Real-time
AI/ML Analytics/Computing

Services (e.g., GPT-4)

On-device Computing
vs.

Type 1Type 2

Higher Performance ç Higher Power

Type 0

Is Hyper-Connectivity a Matter of Choice?

Performance-per-Watt improvement is not easy.
(Dennard scaling came to an end in 2012) 
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6G

2
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3 

obstacles, and the unpredictable distribution of traffic demand and subscribers. Given these circumstances, 
a cellular system with many antennas is able to change its coverage shape by superposing multiple narrow 
beams and building the coverage that best fits the cell’s unique layout.  

Improved single user throughput  

- The base station’s signal goes to a specific user through a sharp beam generated by multiple antenna 
elements. As the effective isotropic radiation power (EIRP) increases in proportion to the antenna gain, the 
signal quality of the user is enhanced by the condensed beam regardless of its cell location. The sharp beam 
tracks after the user, similar to a focused beam of light created by a searchlight.  

- Allocation of multiple beams to different receive antennas of a single user increases the number of layers 
for single user (SU-) MIMO. The intensified signal power and increased number of layers contribute to better 
user throughput.  

Cell throughput gain by spatial division multiple access  

- A base station with multiple antennas can generate multiple beams, which do not interfere with each other. 
By distributing the beams to different users, it can communicate simultaneously with multiple users 
through the same time and frequency resources. Because the signal quality of each user is limited by inter-
beam interference, the sharper the beam generated by the massive MIMO system, the higher the quality of 
signal served to the users [4].  

- In an environment where multiple users demand for high load of traffic, the method through which a base 
station communicates with multiple users by spatial division multiple access determines its spectral 
efficiency and system capacity.  

 

2D Active Antenna System 

  
Figure 2. Evolution from passive antenna to 2D active antenna system 

 
An interesting aspect of the massive MIMO system is the active antenna that features a 2D planar array. A 
benefit that rises from the use of a 2D AAS is the ability to accommodate a large number of antennas without 
having to increase the deployment space. For example, when a uniform linear array system with 64 antenna 
elements is deployed on the ground, under the common assumption that the antenna spacing is half the 
wavelength and that the system is using 3.5 GHz carrier frequency, an installation area of nearly 3 meter is 
required. Due to the limited space on a rooftop or a mast, this sort of space requirement is hard to come by on 

1

Ultra dense deployment 
(shorter communication range) 
to meet the power budget

3

Unlike On-device Computing, We have Multiple Options to Limit the Communication Power!

Is Hyper-Connectivity Achievable with Limited Power Consumption?
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Not a pre-rendered video. PS5 Unreal Engine 5 (at 1440p, 30fps, 10TFlops from 150W)

ExoComputing with Hyper-Connectivity vs. On-device Computing
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1440p Rendering on Device (3.5 MP)
30 fps - 33 ms (budget that a frame is rendered)
150 W (10 TFlops, about 16 billion triangles)

Human Eyes Spec
~ 2 x 63 MP
RD: x(6x6x6)
SR: x(6x6)

5 W @ 25ms 
(50 MB / 16 Gbps)

32 KW1440p Streaming from Edge (3.5 MP)

14 MB (BMP, 2560x1440x32 bits)
<1.4 MB (JPEG, BPG, Web-P)
9.3 ms (1.4 MB / 1.2 Gbps)
2.5 W (1.2 Gbps)
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Figure 21: Energy consumption break
down under daily app. usage.
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Figure 22: Energy e�ciency under fully-
saturated tra�c.

Figure 23: A showcase of 5G energy man-
agement.

scopic analysis of the power management scheme under the 5G
NSA. Guided by the measurement and analysis, we propose and
validate a power saving scheme. Our experimental results are de-
rived from two ZTE Axon10 Pro 5G phones, but the power budget
breakdown should be generalizable to other 5G phone models.

6.1 Pro�ling the Energy Consumption of 5G
Applications

Energy consumption on 5G radios vs. other smartphone
components.Weuse pwrStrip to measure the smartphone’s energy
consumption when running 4 typical applications: Google Chrome,
Tencent video player, Arrow.io Cloud Game and File downloader.
We breakdown the overall energy cost into 4 parts as follows: (i)
To get the Android system consumption, we turn o� the screen and
turn on the "airplane" mode to kill all background applications. (ii)
We then measure the screen element at the maximum brightness
with other settings unchanged. (iii) To obtain the power consump-
tion of the application alone, we load the application’s contents
in advance and run the applications o�-line. (iv) We �nally record
the energy trace of the 4G/5G radio interface at normal operations.
Notably, the wireless channel quality may a�ect energy consump-
tion [29]. For instance, poor wireless channel degrades the bit-rate,
HARQ e�ciency and other MAC operations, which increases the
energy per bit. To isolate the bias caused by wireless signal quality
variation, we carefully carry out all the measurements in regions
with a consistent RSRP level of [-80, -60] dBm.

The results in Fig. 21 show that: (i) The 5G module dominates
the energy cost (accounting for 55.18% on average of the total bud-
get across 4 applications), far exceeding the screen (30.73%) which
is known to be the most power-hungry component before 5G [42].
In comparison, 4G only accounts for 24.22% - 50.20%. The heavy
energy consumption of 5G radio attributes to its more powerful
baseband and RF hardware [86], e.g., wide-band data converters
(100 MHz vs. 20 MHz in 4G) and 4×4 MIMO [65]. In addition, we
note that the mainstream 5G smartphones have not launched a
SoC (System on Chip) solution [30, 56] with integrated CPU, GPU,
DSP and 5G radio modems. Instead, they adopt separate but less
energy e�cient 5G modems as a plug-in to the legacy 4G SoC. An
example is the Qualcomm Snapdragon TM855 [70] plus SDX 50M
5G modem combo used in our phone model. Immature packaging
of 4G SoC and 5G modem, plus the interaction overhead between
the processor and the modem, lead to much more power loss than
an integrated solution. (ii) The total power consumption increases
with application tra�c intensity and the fraction of power spent
in Data Transmission increases accordingly. We quantitatively run

iperf3 UDP to download data for di�erent lengths time with a sat-
urated sending rate. We calculate and plot the energy-per-bit in
Fig. 22. We �nd that the energy-per-bit of 5G is only 1

4 of 4G. This
implies that 5G can be much more energy e�cient than 4G, but only
when if upper layer protocols can fully utilize its available bit-rate,
and a proper power management scheme is in position to activate the
radio only when necessary.

6.2 A Showcase of 5G Energy Management
The energymanagement of 5G radio follows a state machine (details
in Appendix B). In general, 5G radio switches between RRC_IDLE
(no Tx/Rx) and RRC_CONNECTED (on-going Tx/Rx) status, and
adopts the discontinuous reception (DRX) mechanism for power
saving. Fig. 23 plots the �ne-grained energy traces for an example
application session, where we trigger a web loading per 3s for 10
times, starting from time 10s (t1) and ending at 40s (t3). Comparing
against the same experiment for 4G, we have the following observa-
tions: (i) Since 5G bandwidth is poorly utilized in short burst �ows,
it consumes 1.67×more energy (J) than 4G when running the same
web loading sessions. (ii) The power consumption pattern of 5G
shows very obvious jagged �uctuations, which is caused by the dis-
continuous page downloading operations. In particular, when trig-
gering a webpage download, the energy consumption increases for
entering the RRC_CONNECTED. After each downloading trans-
mission (less than 3s interval), the UE uses theDRX mechanism that
consumes less power. Similar �uctuation within a smaller range is
also observed for 4G. (iii) 5G has an obvious long-tail stage when
rolling back from RRC_CONNECTED to RRC_IDLE, which leads
to an additional waste of energy. More speci�cally, after the transfer
ending at t3, we continue to monitor the Android kernel until the
power value recovers to the RRC_IDLE level. From our analysis,
4G returns to RRC_IDLE after about 10s (at t4), while 5G takes
about 20s to �nish the tail stage (at t5). We can observe that the
long tail stage, while existing in 4G [42], is exacerbated by the
5G NSA architecture. In particular, to �nish the switch from NR
RRC_CONNECTED to RRC_IDLE, the 5G module must �rst go
through the 4G state machine via LTE RRC Recon�guration (see
Fig. 25 in Appendix B). The process is equivalent to activating an
LTE tail period again (marked by the black box), which compounds
the tail energy overhead.

6.3 Optimizing the 5G Power Management
The above experiments indicate a simple way to improve the power
e�ciency of the 5G state machine: We can adopt a dynamic mode
selection scheme, which turns on the energy-hungry 5G module

Understanding Operational 5G: A First Measurement Study on Its Coverage, 
Performance and Energy Consumption, ACM SIGCOMM 2020
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Levels of 
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0
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(Zero Guarantee)

1
Performance
Assistance

Bandwidth 
guarantee

2
Partial

Performance
Guarantee

ADU CT 
guarantee at 
static env.

3
Conditional

Performance
Guarantee
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guarantee at 
low mobility

4
High

Performance
Guarantee

ADU CT 
guarantee at 
high mobility

5
Full

Performance
Guarantee

ADU CT 
guarantee at 
3D mobility

5G 6G 7G

A Roadmap of Enabling Hyper-Connectivity (6G & Beyond)
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META: Evenstar Project (from 2020)Edge
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Core
cloud

Public
cloud

OpenRAN

Emergence of a New Networked Computing Service Operator

𝑱𝒐𝒃𝑪𝑻 = 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒊𝒕 = 𝒕𝒆𝒏/𝒅𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 + 𝒕𝒕𝒙	𝒖𝒑 + 𝒕𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 + 𝒕𝒕𝒙	𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏 + 𝒕𝒆𝒏/𝒅𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈 ≤ 𝑻𝒃𝒖𝒅𝒈𝒆𝒕

New Business Question: What is the Value of One Radio Resource Block in Terms of GPU Cores?

≈
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